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 Professional summary  

Motivated and creative problem-solver with over 4 years of experience working as a PHP 

developer. Experienced in both coding, languages, design, software testing and debugging. Looking 

for a role in a collaborative team environment with opportunities to use my strong leadership skills 

to create projects that exceed business targets. 

 

 

 Summary of Skills  

 

 Around 4 years of extensive experience in web-based applications using Codeigniter, 

Laravel, PHP and WordPress technologies. 

 Hands on experience in designing and implementing various web applications in both 

LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) and WAMP (Windows, Apache, MySQL, PHP) 

Environments. 

 Solid knowledge and understanding on internet technologies including XML, JSON, 

webservice, jQuery. 

 Hands on in PHP7, MySQL, OOPS, Design Patterns, HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Bootstrap. 

 Strong understanding of RESTful API driven design with versioning. 

 Expertise in creating responsive design for web pages by using bootstrap. 

 Worked in wide variety of domains like e-commerce. 

 Proficient with Git ang Git workflows. 

 Hands on experience on Google Firebase Notifications  

 Built RESTful API webservices using Codeigniter and Laravel. 

 Experienced in different payment gateway integration like CC avenue and Razorpay, 

 Experience to configure for SMS gateway. 

 Quick learner and ability to learn new concepts. 

 Technical Skill  

 

 Web technologies: PHP, HTML, CSS3, Bootstrap, JavaScript, Jquery, AJAX, XML and JSON 

 DBMS: MySql, MS-SQL, Oracle 8I, 

 CMS/Frameworks: Codegniter, Laravel. 

 Third-Party extensions: CC avenue, Razorpay, SMS gateway and Zoom 

 Tools: Adobe Photoshop and MS Office 
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 Work Experience  

   Senior PHP Developer 

Working as a Senior PHP Developer in Deep minds Web Solutions, Hyderabad since 2019 – 

Present 

   Responsibilities 

 Implemented AJAX and jQuery on Front-End to make the web page more dynamic. 

 Designed theme using HTML/XHTML, CSS. 

 Extensive experience in design, analysis, development, Version Control and Production Support 

of full life cycle or SDLC experience, multi-tier, database and script-based in web-based & 

desktop applications. 

 Experience with LARAVELCODEIGNITER, WORDPRESS Framework for developing applications 

Designed and developed relational database systems and Client/ Server applications. 

 Used JavaScript to make interactive site. Responsible to handle frontend side of application to 

make it high performance, rich and user friendly. 

 Responsible for creating admin automated tools which makes easy add, update, delete of 

content. 

 Proficient in Object-oriented programming OOPs concepts. Ability to quickly learn and apply 

any new technologies. 

 Conceived and designed database tables in MYSQL 5 

 Worked in Agile based environment with daily scrum calls and coordination with the offshore 

team. 

 Implement pixel-perfect websites from wireframes. 

 Demonstrated a solid understanding of best practices for Web. 

 Worked on Linux and UNIX platforms. Also worked with XML, XSD, and RESTful APIs 

 Influential in Web designing technologies like HTML5, XHTML, JavaScript, CSS3, Bootstrap, 

jQuery, Angular 1-2, Angular JS, Ajax and JSON Utilized tools such as Git and Subversion      

 Managed and maintained development of PHP backend for dynamic database driven websites. 

 Developed UI screens using CSS, JavaScript (for validations) and jQuery (for animations) 

 Worked on migration of the project from older version of PHP 5 to the latest version (PHP 7) 

 Participate in the entire application lifecycle, focusing on coding and debugging. 

 Wrote JavaScript functions to handle complex form validation, multiple windows targeting, and 

dynamic form element updating 

PHP Developer 

Worked as PHP Developer in Open Pixel Web Solutions Pvt Ltd, Hyderabad since Sep 2018 to May 

2019. 

Responsibilities 

 

 Understanding client requirements & functional specifications 

 Developing and maintaining dynamic websites and web applications 

 Understand the current system level requirements and implementation. 



 
 

 Identify the right technology for implementation of requirements. 

 Develop the features as per the technical requirement. 

 Maintain the code base of the existing product. Fix bugs as and when reported. 

 Work on implementation of new features. 

 Work on the UI and UX for new features. 

 Analyse other existing products / plug-ins that can be enabled into our platform to make it 

more efficient, interactive and engaging. 

 Create and maintain the technical implementation design and system design documents.  

 Design and implement appropriate databases. 

 

 Education  

 

    10TH SSC      - GOVT RAM JEE HIGH SCHOOL, MACHILIPATNAM.                     (2010 – 77%) 

 

    Intermediate - Nobel College, MACHILIPATNAM.                                           (2012 – 72%)     

 

    Degree          - Hindu College, MACHILIPATNAM.                                             (2015 – 79%)    

  

    MCA              - Krishna University College, MACHILIPATNAM.                        (2018 – 85%)   

 

 Personal details  

 

Date of Birth   :  16th April 1995 

 

Languages Known  : English, Telugu and Hindi. 

 

Address   :  D No: 30/349, Malakapatnam, 

Machilipatnam, Krishna (District), 

Andhra Pradesh-521001. 

India. 

 

 

Date: 

Place:                     (Abdul Mohammad) 
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